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20 May 2021 

REQUEST FOR BID (RFB) – March/mars 2021 

Workspaces Supply Arrangement (E60PQ-140003/C) Categories 2 and 5 

 

Question & Answer #2: 

 

1. “Table 1 - Product Table - Identifies the laminate colour which is specific to a particular 

manufacturer's laminate offering.  Will you accept an alternate laminate colour for the from our 

manufacturer's laminate colour offering?”  

 

Answer: The OAG requires the GoCUIDs listed in the RFB, as outlined in the Supply 

Arrangement. For further clarity, the standard laminate finishes described in the RFB are Cherry, 

Maple, White, Grey, and Charcoal. 

 

2. “Employee #9 (J0X***): This Postal Code covers a considerable amount of interior Quebec, and 

is outside of standard delivery zones.  Can the rest of the Postal Code or town name be provided 

so we can accurately account for the Delivery/Install pricing?” 

 

Answer: The employee #9 is located in La Peche Québec. 

 

3. “We are interested in bidding on this opportunity posted on buyandsell.gc.ca however, there is 

no Solicitation referenced on the buyandsell.gc.ca website or on the solicitation 

documents.  Can you confirm the Solicitation number please and please add it with an 

amendment to the website for future reference?” 

 

Answer: The solicitation number referenced on Buy and Sell is ‘March/mars 2021’. Amendment 

#1 has been issued to add the solicitation number to the solicitation documents. 

 

4. “In regards to Canada’s RFB for Workspaces Supply Arrangement (E60PQ-140003/C) Categories 

2 and 5 we respectfully request an extension of two weeks to the closing date in order to enable 

us to put forth a compliant and competitive response. An extension will allow us to work with 

our vendor partners to put forth the best offer for Canada.” 

 

Answer: The Deadline for Bids has been extended to 08 June 2021. See Amendment #1 posted 

on Buy and Sell on 21 May 2021. 

http://buyandsell.gc.ca/
http://buyandsell.gc.ca/

